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Manifest for integration council election Cologne 2014 

For the first time in the history of the city of Cologne, people of African origin 

want to concentrate forces and collectively act or operate toward the common 

welfare and goals of Africans in Cologne. 

The intentions of BUENDNIS14 ARFIKA: 

1. Together with organizations and institutions in Cologne, BÜNDNIS14 

AFRIKA wants to create synergies for a democratic togetherness in the 

administrative area of our city Cologne. 

2.  BÜNDNIS14 AFRIKA advocates for more influence on a socially fair 

and just cause in the areas of accommodation, education and active 

employment policy that considers the interest and benefits of Africans. 

3. BÜNDNIS14 AFRIKA advocates for more weight and co-determination 

of migrants especially Africans in the composition of the future of 

Cologne 

4.  BÜNDNIS14 AFRIKA fights against marginalization, racism, racial 

profiling and discrimination. 

5. BÜNDNIS14 AFRIKA seeks the advancement of multicultural exchange 

and cooperation between Germans and Africans. 

6. BÜNDNIS14 AFRIKA wants to assist African citizens, stand by them 

and help with words and deeds. Special attention shall be focused on 

those African citizens and families in distress. 

7. BÜNDNIS14 AFRIKA wants to become a political backup or bearer for 

African establishments and cultural associations. 

8. BÜNDNIS14 AFRIKA wants to actively champion a better 

communication, collaboration and or provisional intern working between 

the integration council, urban governance, representatives of the state 

councillors and all Africans in Cologne and simplifies the political 

participation in the administrative areas of the city of Cologne. 

9.  BÜNDNIS14 AFRIKA wants to make a major contribution towards the 

recognition of human and cultural diversity as a fortune in a society, in 

which each individual with his/her experience, capability, strength or 

intensity can contribute. 
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